Use Case

IoT-Enabled
Temperature
Monitoring for
Restaurants
Food safety is a major concern for
restaurants. A single incident of freezer
failure, for example, can cost a Quick
Service Restaurant $18K. In addition
to lost revenue, tainted food can cause
illnesses, violate regulatory standards
and damage brand reputation.

Use Case

Challenge
To address the problem, a typical QSR directs employees to spend more than
1.5 hours a day monitoring freezer, refrigerator, fryer, hot buffet and storage
area temperatures. At an average loaded hourly labor rate of $14.50, multiplied
by 365, that works out to approximately $8.5K annually.
That’s a significant cost for a small business in a thin-margin industry. More
importantly, relying on people to monitor temperatures isn’t effective. Humans
can easily overlook intermittent failures that cause food to partially thaw and
then refreeze, leading to product degradation and potential health risks.
Moreover, temperature monitoring is a time-sensitive undertaking requiring
24x7x365 vigilance. Following a freezer outage, a restaurant has a two-hour
window to either move product or call for service. If the window closes, product
is spoiled. Restaurant staff periodically checking freezer temperatures won’t
always detect an outage in time, even during working hours (not to mention an
outage that occurs at 2 a.m.).

“

FOLLOWING A FREEZER OUTAGE,
A RESTAURANT HAS A TWO-HOUR
WINDOW TO EITHER MOVE PRODUCT
OR CALL FOR SERVICE.

”

Use Case

Solution
Monitoring temperature in a given freezer, refrigerator or storage unit is a
simple task. The challenge lies in tracking changes in temperature within
multiple units across a wide range of locations, as well as receiving timely
alerts when temperatures fall out of range.
Our IoT-enabled temperature monitoring solution connects networks of smart
sensors to collect, analyze and communicate data in real time. A flexible, easyto-deploy turnkey sense and alert platform helps restaurants identify and
respond to freezer outages and other equipment failures, as well as improve
operational efficiency and safety.
Within our model, sensors deployed throughout a chain of restaurants collect
and transmit data to a processing platform. Data is analyzed within the
platform, generating a variety of actionable insights, such as an automated
alert when a temperature threshold is crossed. The platform also supports
predictive analytics; using a dashboard tool, restaurant managers can track
trends across different locations to identify problem areas and develop best
practices to enhance food safety and reduce energy costs.

“

A FLEXIBLE, EASY-TO-DEPLOY TURNKEY
SENSE AND ALERT PLATFORM HELPS
RESTAURANTS IDENTIFY AND RESPOND
TO FREEZER OUTAGES AND OTHER
EQUIPMENT FAILURES.

”

Use Case

Benefits
The most obvious benefit of IoT-enabled temperature monitoring in restaurants
is to provide critical alerts that enable corrective action when equipment outages
occur.
In addition, an integrated temperature monitoring solution can enhance efficiency
and drive continuous improvement. The dashboard function, for example, can
identify units that, while still functional, are consistently generating alerts. These
units can be scheduled for preventive maintenance or replacement.
The solution also establishes a foundation of smart, connected devices that can
extend monitoring and analytical capabilities far beyond the prevention of freezer
failure. Sensors can track mousetraps and grease capture to enhance hygiene,
as well as help maintain optimal oil temperatures in fryers to improve food quality
and reduce waste.
At a higher level, temperature monitoring sensors can support a Smart City-type
energy management approach, where intelligent assets track how a restaurant
consumes gas, electricity, oil and water. Rather than simply gauging temperature
within a freezer unit, sensors that detect cold air leaking from a freezer can
enable corrective action. Within the restaurant itself, gauging temperature
settings against energy consumption can help define optimal ranges for heating
and air conditioning.
As more sensors are deployed, and more data collected, increasingly
sophisticated analyses become possible, building momentum for a
comprehensive Internet of Things strategy.

“

SENSORS CAN TRACK MOUSETRAPS
AND GREASE CAPTURE TO ENHANCE
HYGIENE, AS WELL AS HELP MAINTAIN
OPTIMAL OIL TEMPERATURES IN
FRYERS TO IMPROVE FOOD QUALITY
AND REDUCE WASTE.

”

